
Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems
Many answers can be found on the screen shots on the website (www.askeyphysics.org).  Also, don't 
forget to look at keys and help videos on Facebook & look over the Packet 5 History (-10 to +10pts) 

Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems

RAW PENCIL PTS: _________  +  RED PEN PTS:  _________ =  TOTAL PTS _________ / 90pts   
P h y s i c s          name ___________________________________________                    period _____
90pt THT 5 - Part 1 (ConofMom,Hooke'sLaw, Newton's 2nd,FBDs)           (2/27-3/7)/18 

Complete at least two sides worth of work of this Take Home Test before your group work on Tribe Day so you participate and ask good 
questions in your tribe’s discussion instead of just copying down what others wrote, I score this below at the beginning of your tribe work.

Pretribe Pts:    0/20      up to 5/20      10/20       15/20       20/20    
                    (no work)          (0-.5 side)              (1 side)         (1.5 sides)           (2sides)  

3.)  (12pts)  Daron (85.0 kg), roller blading to the right at a speed of 3.50 m/s, throws a BIG 0.750 kg  medicine ball 
forward with a speed relative to her of 22.0m/s.  Brooklyn (70.0 kg) is roller blading to the right as well at 2.0 m/s, but 
she is still facing Daron, and she catches the medicine ball. What are their velocities after the ball is exchanged?  
Assume friction is negligible. Draw a four panel labeled colored cartoon.

 Daron/ball before throw      Daron & ball after throw       Brooklyn & ball before catch         Brooklyn/ball after catch
  

                

        Daron vel. after her throw:                                               Brooklyn/ball vel. after her catch:

2.) (12pts) Joe Dynamo, working as a special consultant with NASA, is headed to the Moon on a secret mission.
The capsule he is in mysteriously loses most of its power and Joe is heading on a course that will certainly send him out
of the Earth-Moon system. He uses the little remaining power that he has left to rotate the capsule 180°. The capsule
(3500 kg with Joe and all its contents) is now moving at 220m/s. He jettisons all 600kg of nonessential material at a
speed of 80m/s with respect to the moving capsule in the direction of motion. By how many m/sec does this slow down
the capsule? Draw a three panel cartoon to help organize your work. Watch your frame of reference!!
  Capsule after rotation,pre jettison            During jettison                                   After jettison             

1.)  (6pts)   A 5.0 kg  block of wood rests on the floor.    JBC labeled drawing    JAC labeled drawing               
  A 7.00 g  bullet moving horizontally with a 
  speed of 620 m/s is shot into the block and sticks 
  in it. The block w/bullet then slides along the 
  floor. What is the speed of the block with the 
  embedded bullet just after impact?    
   (watch your units!)             
             

30pts



3.)  (12pts)  Daron (85.0 kg), roller blading to the right at a speed of 3.50 m/s, throws a BIG 0.750 kg  medicine ball 
forward with a speed relative to her of 22.0m/s.  Brooklyn (70.0 kg) is roller blading to the right as well at 2.0 m/s, but 
she is still facing Daron, and she catches the medicine ball. What are their velocities after the ball is exchanged?  
Assume friction is negligible. Draw a four panel labeled colored cartoon.

 Daron/ball before throw      Daron & ball after throw       Brooklyn & ball before catch         Brooklyn/ball after catch
  

                

        Daron vel. after her throw:                                               Brooklyn/ball vel. after her catch:

4a.) ( 6pts ) Write each equation
and a sentence description of the 
three conservation laws that 
Physics Mechanics is based on:

4b.) ( 2pts )What does the word 
"conservation" mean in this case?

1. 

2.  

3.  

p (A
+B)

p Ai

6.) (6pts) Glance Ball time!  The solid vectors below 
represent Disc A's momentum vectors just BEFORE 
and AFTER collision. Disc B's momentum vector is 
shown just AFTER the collision. Use a ruler and the 
Head-to-Tail method and the concept of 
Conservation of Momentum to construct the initial 
momentum vector for Disc B.  
DRAW YOUR GHOSTS IN A DIFFERENT COLOR!!
SHOW THE VECTOR EQUATIONS BELOW: 

pAi

p Af

pBf

7.) (8pts) Use the Head-to-Tail method and ratios to 
solve the following inelastic collision of two lumps of 
clay on a frictionless surface.  Using a scale of 1cm = 
10kg•m/s, and knowing that lump of clay A has a mass 
of 1kg and A+B has a mass of 3kg, determine the mass, 
speed and direction of the combined B just before the  
collision.  DRAW YOUR GHOSTS IN A DIFFERENT COLOR!! 

SHOW THE VECTOR EQUATIONS BELOW: 

5.)  (8pts) Solve using  Con of Mom.,Trig and     Complete /label sketch:   (Does this meet the requirements for the Short Cut?)
Algebra (NOT head-to-tail)   A billiard 
ball moving at 3.00 m/s strikes a stationary 
ball of the same mass in a glancing blow. 
After the collision, the first ball moves at 
2.61 m/s at an angle of 30.0°  with respect 
to the original line of motion. Assuming 
a perfectly elastic collision  
(ignoring friction),  Properly describe the 
struck ball’s velocity (to THREE SIG FIGS) 
just after collision.  

30pts
30pts

Description:

Description:

Description:

@
angle and quadrantvelocity

@ @
angle and quadrantB's speedB's mass



8.) (10pts) YOU MUST USE THE COMPONENT METHOD TO SOLVE THIS PROBLEM:  A 4.00kg lump of clay "A" is 
sliding on ice with a speed of 3.00m/s @ 60° N of E.  It hits a second 6.00kg lump of clay "B" that is sliding 20° S of W at a 
speed of 5.00m/s.  The two stick together as "A+B".   At what speed and in what direction does the combined lump move?  
You can show most of your work on your drawing if you want. (Remember, the short cut won't work here).  
                               Required Labeled Drawing: 

collision 
occurs here

Proper description of  pA+B @ @
angle and quadrantspeedmass

-80cm    -60         -40         -20                         20          40cm

30pts
30pts

9.) ( 12pts ) You MUST use GOLD STANDARD method:  What is the speed in 
knots of a Nimitz-class aircraft carrier (110 Gg) with a Kinetic Energy of K =  7.92GJ 
(K = 1/2 m v2,  1 knot = 1.15 mi/hr,   1 Joule  = 1 N∘m,  1 N = kg∘m/s2 , 1.6 km = 1 mi)

ONLY coefficients and symbols 
of givens go in these boxes

Answer:

Required Drawing:Symbol thoughts  . . .  no numbers or units.Isolated symbol/coefficient Eq:
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10.) (4pts) Let's say that the k value of a spring is 140N/m.  
Plot the FA (applied force) in one color and Fs  (spring force) 
in another color as the spring goes from 60. cm compressed 
to 30. cm stretched.  

11.) (4pts) Fill in the blanks of the table for the values 
involved in a Hooke's Law Spring.  Make sure you 

include the correct units and signs. 

FA          FS           k               x          Stretched or 
Compressed?

50 lbs                                      12in

-40.kN   20MN/cm

8 mN                      -4.0mm



Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems

RAW PENCIL PTS: _________  +  RED PEN PTS:  _________ =  TOTAL PTS _________ / 60pts   
P h y s i c s               name ___________________________________________               period _____
60pt THT 5 - Part 2 (ConofMom,Hooke'sLaw, Newton's 2nd,FBDs)            (3/6-3/13)/18 
Complete at least 1.5 sides worth of work of this Take Home Test before your group work on Tribe Day so you participate and ask good 
questions in your tribe’s discussion instead of just copying down what others wrote, I score this below at the beginning of your tribe work.

       Pretribe Pts:      0/15       up to 5/15         10/15          15/15        
                             (no work)            (.1-.5 side)              (1 side)              (1.5 sides)       

13.) (5pts)  Solve this using Newton’s original  
       2nd law equation:  Assuming a standing 
       start, how fast will a dynamic cart (6.3 kg) 
       be moving  after you put a 8.0 N force on it 
        for 4.0m?   

16.) (5pts) Mr. Richardson is taking Patches on     Labeled FBD:                                            
a walk, but Patches (150 N)  is too 
fat to walk very far, so Mr Richardson 
gently sets Patches in his 10.0 kg 
wagon and pulls with a constant 
horizontal force of 30 N. What will 
be the acceleration of the wagon?
          Show work below:

17.) (5pts) A rocket weighing        Draw a Labeled FBD   
6500 N is fired straight up 
from earth.  The force of 
thrust is 9500 N. There is an 
average air drag on the rocket 
of 1000N.  Determine the 
velocity of the rocket at the 
end of 12 s.   

30pts
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14.)  (4pts) Use calculus to go from Newton's          15.)(6pts)  A father in a store pushes a cart loaded with groceries with a 
 Modern 2nd Law to the Thrust Equation.      total mass of 40.0 kg.  He  places his 50 N child in the cart 

         start here  ---->   F  =  ma                          and pushes the whole  load  with a horizontal force of 20.0 N.  
     How far will the cart move in 5.0 s assuming he starts with an

  ______________________         ______________                      initial velocity of  35 cm/s  and there is negligible friction? 
          Required FBD:                               Show your work here:    
  ______________________          ______________              

  ______________________         ______________
 
  ______________________         ______________

   _____________________           ______________

 end here   --->    FT  =  ṁ ve

12.) (5pts) Hooke's Law is said 
to be a restoring force.  What is 
the force trying to restore?  
Explain with at least 30 words 
and a drawing and  some 
vectors.

19.)(5pts) Draw the FBD which represents a snap shot of the same  
car moving at 15mph on a highway while in the process of coming 
to a stop by the driver slamming on and locking up the brakes.

30pts



Don't 
forget to 

look 
over 
the 

Pkt 5 
History 
Section.  

30pts

22.) (5pts) Draw the Head-to-Tail method FBD which represents a 
snap shot of a rocket with engines firing in the Earth's atmosphere at a 
DOM angle of 30° ALH.   Hint, you'll end up with four vectors (if you 
include ∑F)

23.) (5pts) Draw the FBD which represents a snap shot of a 
bowling ball rising in water after reaching terminal velocity. 

y component 
Newton's 2nd:

x component 
Newton's 2nd:

y component 
Newton's 2nd:

Pure Rotation                              Pure Translation                   Rolling (w/o slipping)20.) ( 3pts)  Use a 
ruler and the given 
velocity vector to 
construct the other 
velocity vectors 
eminating from 
the star points on    
     the wheels.  Circle the star that represents the 

axis of rotation in the wheel above. 
Circle the star that represents the 
axis of rotation in the wheel above. 

What pattern does 
this point make?

24.) (5pts) What will be the momentum of a          Labeled FBD                                           Show work below:
rocket traveling straight up at the end of 
it’s engine burn if it has a launch 
mass of  10.0 kg. The engine emits 
   mass at an average rate of 500 g /s 
        for 8 sec.  The average exit velocity 
             of the gases is 400 m/s. Assume 
                   an average air drag of 40 N. 

18.) (5pts) Draw the FBD which represents a snap shot of a car 
moving at 60mph on a highway in the process of slowly 
speeding up to 80mph. 

19.)(5pts) Draw the FBD which represents a snap shot of the same  
car moving at 15mph on a highway while in the process of coming 
to a stop by the driver slamming on and locking up the brakes.
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21.) (2pts) Draw the precise cycloidal pattern of point A on the outside of the wheel as it makes two rotations from left to right.  

point A

one rev                                                                two revs

30pts


